
Panasonic SIP Trunks Also Include Other Cool Features & Benefits, Like A 50-Party Conference Bridge, and More... 

Panasonic  

ENHANCED SIP TRUNKS 

TRS and the 501C3 Technology Initiative: Dedicated To Serving Those That Serve The Community! 

Flat-Rate, Unlimited Local and Long Distance Calling 
This Does *NOT* Include International Calls (Blocked By Default) 
This means all calls to US and Canada are included.  Which also 
means your monthly bill will have very little fluctuation in price. 
The only variance will be associated with the specific fees that are 
drawn on a daily basis – meaning that the FEB (28-day) bill could be 
a couple of cents (maybe dollars) less than the MAR (31-day) bill.  
 
Individual DID Overflow for Busy and Un-Answered Calls 
Route Calls To Other Locations, Voice Mail or Auto-Attendants 
If the lines are busy, or go unanswered for a programmable amount 
of time, you can route calls to an auto-attendant in the “Cloud” and 
provide options to ring specific other numbers or take messages.  
You could also send calls directly to a voice mail system and once a 
message is left, it would then be emailed (with the caller’s message 
attached as an audio file) to the designated email address for that 
voice mail box…  AND… You can also have different auto-attendants 
and voice mail boxes for each number, i.e. Sales -vs- Service Calls. 
 

Individual DID Overflow for Fail-Over  
Route Calls To Other Locations When Internet or System Is Down 
This means, that if the phone system goes down or loses Internet, 
just like with the above option, you can route calls (by number) to 
an auto-attendant in the “Cloud” to direct calls to cell phones, 
based on the options they press, and/or and take messages, that 
would then be emailed (with the audio file) to your designated 
email address…  AND YES!…This Auto Attendant Can Be Different 
Than The Busy One. 
 
Cloud-Level DID Call Routing and Forwarding 
Route Calls To Other Locations Manually Or Based On Scheduling 
Should you ever want to redirect one of your phone numbers to 
another location, we can program the number to automatically  
reroute to the new destination, whether that’s a Home Phone, a 
Cell Phone, Another Provider, an Auto Attendant, etc.  
 

YOU CAN ALSO PROGRAM SPECIFIC NUMBER CALL-ROUTING BASED  
ON TIME OF DAY…  LIKE IF YOU WANT YOUR SERVICE LINE TO RING 
A SERVICE  CELL PHONE ONLY AT NIGHT (FROM 5PM to 8AM); ETC. 
 

Inbound and Outbound Call Logs 
Basic Details On Inbound And Outbound Calls For Your Review 
At any time, you can review your call logs and see calls by date,  
time, phone number called (inbound or outbound) and duration of  
the call.  You can also, easily, generate specific reports for any of  
those options as well.  Meaning, if you want to look at Daily Call  
Volume, you can run reports for calls on just that day(s); if you 
want to check calls in to a certain number – like a special marketing  
number – you can run a report for just that specific number, and  
even filter those results for a specific time-frame; etc. 


